Beach Enclave is Delighted to Announce Collaboration with Gut Hermannsberg

3rd December 2018: Beach Enclave, the luxury villa resort on the island of Providenciales in the Turks &
Caicos archipelago has collaborated with German Riesling Estate, Gut Hermannsberg to create a bespoke
sparkling wine for its guests. The Beach Enclave sparkling wine will be launched and available in all Beach
Enclave villas from 15 December 2019.
The Riesling Brut blends a creamy undertone with hints of supple fruit and minerality to offer guests a
sophisticated and memorable drinking experience; best served beachside alongside the pristine azures of
the Caribbean Ocean. Both Beach Enclave and Gut Hermannsberg have worked to adapt the wine to suit
the partnership, whilst the customised logo on the bottle itself offers a clean yet striking aesthetic to mark
this new and refined collaboration.
CEO and Founder of Beach Enclave, Vasco Borges said of the partnership: ‘’We are delighted to be working
with our dear friends at Gut Hermannsberg. The marriage of fine wine in such a beautiful location makes
for a wonderful pairing and we are very excited to be commencing this journey with them.’’
Beach Enclave’s brand offering is unlike any other in the Caribbean as it affords guests the opportunity to
enjoy the convenience and comfort of the services and amenities of a resort, as well as the luxury of a
private home. Beach Enclave amenities and services include dedicated butler/maid; private chef services;
and yoga sessions; among others. Beach Enclave guests also benefit from a concierge, who can manage
requests such as arranging spa treatments, grocery stocking, airport transportation, dining reservations
and more as well as access to an oceanfront, fully equipped fitness room and yoga terraces looking out to
the ocean and the distant reef barrier.
The Gut Hermmansberg winery was founded by the Prussian Royal house over a century ago along the
Nahe valley, a tributary to the Rhine River and the heart of Riesling wines. Today, the winery is owned by
Jens Reidel and Dr. Christine Dinse, who have passionately developed amazing wines, using grapes hand
harvested exclusively from their century old vines. Gut Hermmansberg wines have obtained a prestigious
100-point mark and are also accredited as one of the ‘’Top 100 Best Wines in the World’’ and one of 12
wineries to watch, according to Wines & Spirits magazine.
The Beach Enclave Sparkling Wine is priced at $75.00. For further information, please visit:
https://www.beachenclave.com/.
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